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parameters,thepeak-to-troughmeanheight,themeanzero-crossingperiodandthe
mean-crestperiod.O&herparameters,such as thesignificantwaveheight,or the
spectralwidthparametercanbeapproximatedfromtheabovemeasuredparameters.

Stripchartwavedata,thoughbasicallysuitableforanytypeoffurtheranaly-
sis,areinpracticeratherexpensivetotraqsfertothefrequencydomain.However,
inordertoextractmaximuminformationoutofsuchrecordsa spectralanalysis
shouldbeperformedinorderthattheresultscanbegivenina formrepresenting
thedistributionofwaveenergyoftheirregularwavecomponentsoverfrequency,
i.e.,anenergyspectrum.Thisconstitutestheidealformofwavedatapresenta-
tion,forideallyifoneistopredicttheperformanceofa shipundercertain
environmentalconditionstheactualspectrum,ora familyofspectrarepresenting
differentpossiblewaveheightsatthatlocation,shouldbeused.

Veryfewsourcesofwaverecordsreducedtospectrum form are available in

quantities adequate for statistical sampling. The main source of data is (66)and
(68). Theformerisabiasedsampleof460recordsselectedfromtheNorthAtlantic
weatherstationsrepresentingmostlyfully-developedstormconditions.Thelatter
constitutesa sampleof307recordsalltakenatonestationatmiddayoveraperiod
of12years,usinga stratifiedsamplingprocedure.Theserecordswereselectedat
WebbInstitutefromNationalInstituteofOceanography(GreatBritain)records,with
theassistanceofProfessorPiersonofNewYorkUniversity,andwerespectrumanalyze
bytheNationalResearchCouncil(Canada).CorrelationofresultswithBeaufortNo.
andotheranalysesarebeingcarriedoutcurrentlyatWebbInstitute.

AnareaforwhichmoremeasuredwavedataareneededistheNorthPacific.
Itishopedthatseveralprojectsnowunderwaywillproducesomeusefuldata.
OthersourcesofoceanwavespectraareScott(69),Fukuda(70),andYamanouchi
(71).

Anadditionalparameteroftenassociatedwithspectraisthenormalizedaverage
periodslopeparameter,K. ThevalueofK isanindicationofthedeviationofthe
actualaverageperiodofthespectrumfromthatofa fullydevelopedPierson-
Moskowitzspectrumandwasoriginallyintroducedin(72).BydefiningK,as well
asthesignificantwaveheightandperiod,somefurtherindicationastothenature
ofa spectrumisprovided.A typicaldistributionofK values against wave height
wasrecentlygivenin(73)basedon307recordscollectedatStationINDIAinthe
NorthAtlantic.

A limitedamountofdataIiasbeenobtainedbymeansofabuoymeasuringwave
slope(74).Analysisoftherecordspermittedthedeterminationofdirectional
spectrathatgivethedistributionofwavecomponentdirectionsaswellasfre-
quencies.

Itmustberecognizedthatshoalingwaterhasa significanteffectonwavepat-
terns.Thewavestendtobecomesteeperastheytravelinfromdeeptoshallow
water.Althoughthiseffectisnoticeableonlyinwaterdepthsofmagnitudecompar-
abletowavelength,thereareanumberofoceanareaswheretheeffectissignifi-
cantforlarge,modernships.Ofparticularimportanceisthecontinentalshelfat
theentrancetotheEnglishChannel.Ingeneral,therelativelyshallowwatersof
theNorthSea,IrishSeaandEnglishChannelarecharacterizedbyshort,steepseas.
SomewavedataincludingrepresentativespectraareavailablefromBritishsources
(75)(76).

WaveObservations

A muchmorecommonwayof
simplicityandlowcost,isby

describingtheworldoceans,becauseofitsrelative
meansoftheobservedheightsandpertodsofthe
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waves and theiz frequency of occurrence. Both the wave height and period can be

estimated to varying degrees of accuracy by seagoing peronnnel. The most reliable

data of this type are those available in reports of trained observers on board
weather ships, as well as at various permanent weather stations around the world.

..

However, che most common source of observed data is the reports of various
ships sailing throughout the world’s oceans . The most comprehensive such collec-

tion of data is given in (77), which covers most of the ocean areas. Other
sources are (78)(79)(80)(81)(82)(83)(84). Similar, more localized tables are avail-

able for specific areas of interest such as the Great Lakes (85) , Cape of Good Hope,

(86) etc. The information is usually given in tabular form showing the probability
of occurrence of the various possible combinations of wave height and period. An
alternative form of presentation is by means of a histogram.

Figure 8 gives a comparison of the results given by various sources, mostly for

the North Atlantic. Local data for the vicinity of the Cape of Good Hope is also

included, in order to show how a local condition may diffex from commonly wed data.

This ocean area is of considerable interest became large tankers regularly traverse
it between the Persian Gulf and Europe, and long, heavy swells are known to occur
there at times . More data are needed , but the new information helps to ronnd out

the picture.

The interpretation. of observed wave height and period in terms of the signifi-
cant wave height and the average period is not easy. It has been found, however,

that for the untrained observer a simple approximate relation between the observed
wave height H“ and the significant wave height Hi/3 can be established (87) . Sim-
ilar relationships can also be established for trained observers . When nave records
are a“ailable it is customary to refer to the period as the average zero-crossing

period.

Mathematical Formulations for Spectra

In order to make use of observed wave

induced loads, it is essential to make use

‘The description of the sea by means of two

wave height and period, can be achieved by

data for predicting ship motions or wave-
of some idealized spectrum fornmlation.
basic observed characteristics, i.e. ,

means of a mathematical expression of
the spectrum in terms of these two parameters . The basic parameters are mathematic-
ally defined in terms of the area under the spectrum and the moments of the area.

Several such formulations are available, and the most common one is usually referred

to as the ISSC spectrum formulation (88).

For each pair of values for wave height and period a spectrum is defined in
terms of the spectral ordinates at discrete values of the fre%uency, u. Hence, for
a matrix of wave heights and periods a family of spectra can be obtained for which

the probability of occurrence of each spectrum can be defined and applied as a
weighting factor. Though the mathematical formulations do not completel.$ describe.
the variability of spectral shape, they can be used for long-term predictions of
bending moments with reasonably s?tisf actory results (10) . I

Wind Parameter
I

In the absence of any of the above information, i.e. , the actual spectra or
observed wave heights and periods,. the only way to describe the sea is by means of

I

the wind speed, which can be considered to be the single most important factor in
generating waves . It is apparent that wind speed alone is not adequate for an ex-
act description of the sea, since other factors such as duration, fetch, tempera-
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tures,etc.,areimportant.However,windspeedorBeaufortNo.isa relatively
easyparametertomeasureandiscommonlyavailableinmostweathercharts.Rela-
tionsbetweenwindspeedandwaveheighthavebeensuggestedinseveralreferences
suchas(69)(71).Itisalwaysmeaningfultorelatethewindspeedtoameansigni-
ficantwaveheight,solongasthestandarddeviationisalsogiven.Oneshould
realize,however,thatinlakesorgulfssuchdataarelessmeaningfulbecauseof
thelimitedfetchconditionswhichprevail,

Therelationshipbetweenwindspeedandwaveperiodismuchlesssignificant
andnotsoeasytodefine.However,ifthesignificantwaveheightisavailable
sometypicalrelationshipsbetweenitandthewaveperiodcanbegivenforspecific
oceanzones,

FUTUREDEVELOPMENTS

Theshortsurveypresentedhereindicatesthata greatdealofprogresshas
beenmadeinrecentyearsinthetheoryofshipbehaviorinwaves,andavariety
ofcomputerprogramsisavailabletoapplythistheorytospecificproblems.How-
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ever, these programs are only partly coordina~ed, and only a beginning has been
made in showing how different programs can be combined for design use in the area
of wave loads. It is felt that further work should be done in documenting, evalu- ‘
sting and improving individual programs, in comparing results in specific cases --
among programs, and between programs and experimental results -- and in determin-
ing how different programs can best be combined for various problams and for dif-

ferent types of ships.

An overall view of the problem of determining wave loads discloses that ex-
perimental and theoretical aspects have been brought to an advanced stage of
development, but that the biggest gap is in our knowledge of ocean waves. Actual
wave record< that can be subjected to spectral analysis are available for only a
li@ted number of locations on only a few routes , leaving a great uncertainty re-
garding all of the major trade routes of the world. The collection of more wave
records is believed to be of primary importance.

v. DYNAMIC LOADS

INTRODUCTION

Dynamic hull loads may be classed as:

a) steady-state,

b) transient.

Steady-s tate dynamic loads are the result of such exciting systems as propeller-
hull interaction, machinery-hull transmission and seaway component excitation of

hull girder response, as in “springing .“ Transient dynamic loads result from for-

ward bottom slaunning, bow flare immersion and submergence, carrying green seas

aboard and wave impacts on structural members during rough sea operation.

The transient loadings will be considered first. There are a multitude of
possibilities, for such transient loadings, and the generated impacts on the ship’s
exposed surfaces often result in structural damage of considerable severity. The
impact loadings are generally most severe in the forward portions of a ship’s
structure where relative velocities between ship and sea are highest. These impact
loads arise from the short-time exchange of momentum between ship and sea, and the
damage results when the local elastic energy absorption capability is inadequate.
Energy absorbed locally is distributed through the structure in the form of dynamic
response, “whipping, “ etc. , and dissipated through damping, structurally, by cargo,

etc. The question of concern is what loading is to be used in design. There are
as yet no established criteria for assessing structural loadings arising from im-
pacts of the sea on ship structure. Consequently, a real need exists for the docu-
mentation of resulting damages and ,the conditions leading thereto , so that future
evaluations of probable loads would be possible.

Unlike quasi-static bending moments, dynamic loads acting on the hull girder

cannot be considered independently of the structural response of the hull. In the

first place, the dynamic magnification factor depends on the natural hull frequency
as well as the nature and duration of the exciting force. Secondly, the response
depends on the damping, which involves structural as well as hydrodynamic terms.
Thirdly, the extreme structural response of the hull which is of particular inter-
est -- plastic buckling or permanent set -- requires time and the abtio?ption of
large amounts of energy. As mentioned in Chapter 11, the duration of a slam load
may be too short co cause buckling of a ship’ s deck or bottom amidships. This is
probably not true, however, of the longer-duration flare-immersion type of slamming
which in some ships may contribute significantly to hull girder damage or failure.
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Hence, the capability of the structure to w~cnstand a dynamic load ox stress

may be increased by some factor which is dependent on the rate of application and ,
duration of the load, as well as on the structural properties of the Iiull. Pend-
ing resolution of this structural design problem, it is important that techniques
for determining and specifying the magnitude, duration and rate of application of
the dynamic loads be dealt with. The problem of phase relationships between dyn-

amic and static loads will be discussed in Chapter VI.

SHIPPED WATER

Consider first the miscellaneous loadings arising from taking aboard green

seas Ove~ the fOrecastle, POCIPand even at boat deck levels and higher. Such loads

have resulted in the shearing off and washing away of outfit items, deck houses and

bulwarks . More seriously, hatch covers have been stove-in, fo’c‘sle decks collapse

and deck cargoes torn free of their lashings and washed overboard (89). There are
no known published evaluations of the sea forces associated with these actions ,

though classification societies and cargo survey bureaus have revised scant ling,
stowage and otfier requirements on the basis of reported damage. Most loadings

of this type are sufficiently random in occurrence, both in time and space, that
their importance is primarily local, even though the hull girder may on occasion
be excited in a manner which will superimpose significant stress variations upon
those arising from static and quasi-static hull girder flexural, torsional and
shear loads . Better documentation of shipping water damages and evaluation of the
loadings that cause them would allow assessment of such loads for purposes of set-
ting criteria.

Loading of the hull girder as well as local structure resulting from bow sub-

mergence into oncoming waves can cause, in addition to severe local damage, signi-
ficant dynamic loading of the hull girder and generate structural response of such
magnitude and duration that the stress generated can significantly augment the
levels experienced in main structural elements of the ship. The problem of green
seas impacting the ship and being carried over the bow has received attention by in

vestigators in Europe, the U. S .A. and Japan (90) . Hoffman and Maclean (91) have
shown that in order to predict the event, knowing the ship’s relative motion opera-
tors and the sea condition is sufficient. Kawakami (92) has shown that carrying
green seas over the bow can generate whipping stresses equal in magnitude to as muc
as 40%-70% of the sagging bending moment in regular waves. Thus , the prediction of

the event and the magnitude of the loading response of the hull girder appear amen-
able to treatment by combined experimental and theoretical means . There has been,
however, no full-scale confirmation of experimental findings, or vice versa. Conse.
quently, there is not at present an esta~lished procedure for evaluating the ,magni-
tude and frequency of hull loading resulting from carrying green seas aboard at the
ship’s bow. Though experimental work by Kawakami (92) showed that full-scale fore
deck loadings of 40-70 lb/in2 could be experienced, generalization of these finding
has not yet been attempted.

In view of the fact that these loadings can result in the generation of signif
cant hull girder responses which are of sufficient duration to cause superposition
on the quasi-static loading of the structure, it is recommended that further work b
carried out in this area with a view to establishing full-scale experience and com-
bined experimental-theoretical clarification for design.

FLARE IMliSRSION

Slamming of the forward bottom and bow flare surfaces give rise to large loads
on the hull girder of sufficiently short duration that high-frequency hull girder
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dyna.mic stress variations are generated of such magnitude that they may signifi-
cantly augment the maximum etress levels experienced by main structural elements.
The slam-generated forces developed on the ship forward bottom surfaces are gener-
ally the result of high pressures acting over relatively small areas of the flatter
bottom plating; significant force durat iqn ie generally less than 100 mini-seconds.
The forcee developed by the immersion of the bow flare are generally the resultant
of lower pressures acting on relatively larger surface areas of the hull. The dura-
tion of these forces is generally greater, but usually of less than a second with
significant magnitude. These latter forces are of importance prfmarily to vessels
with large bow flare, such as some aircraft carriers and some recently designed com-
merct.al “essels with large bow flare and overhang.

The generated pressures and resulting forces developed on the bow flare are

susceptible to computation on the basis of available theory. The initial effect

as the bow flare enters the water is a non-linear addition to the quasi-static wave-

induced bending moment. A step-wise evaluation of the exciting force for the cal-
culation of vibratory hull girder response, as discussed below, can be used to com-
pute the initial bow flare irmersion effect. The duration of this bending moment is
sufficiently long that it shodd probably be added to the other moments involved in

ultimate strength.

The vibratory response or whipping following flare entry can be determined by

analog simulation (93)(94) or by deterministic calculation (95)(96). This short-

duration response, generally in the fundamental node, should be CODSidered ia rela-
tion to fatigue and brittle fracture. However, there are no known published recom-

mendations concerning the magnitude of bow flare-generated forces that should be

considered as design loads either for the hull girder or the local structure for-
ward.

The basic theory of impact for a wedge entering the free surface of a fluid is

applicable to bow flare load generation. Such theory, developed by Wagner, von
Karman, Pabst and others has been modified by Szebehely, Ochi, and others for appli-

cation to ship forms in which the body is not stopped by the impact. This theory
has been the basic ingredient for all the work mentioned above. To use it for the
generation of load information , as per Kaplan’s program (95)(96), requires a de-

terministic approach in which a mathematically defined hull ia subjected to an ir-
regular wave pattern derived from a sea spectrum of interest. Kaplan’s procedure
allows the prediction of ship loads on such a basis and
for a suitable number of sea conditions,

, upon repeating the process
a body of load data could be developed for

“se in a suitable probability model.

The chief drawback seen in the above approach appears to be the fact that sink-
age and trim, as well as dynamic bow wave build-up, shmld be included if reliable

bow immersion results are to be expected. These non-linear effects have been ident+
fied in experimental work (91) as vital to reliable prediction of flare submergence.
The works of Tasaki (9’?)and Tasai (98) are also useful here. Further development
of the theory should be carried out.

It is believed that a part of a rational design criterion wcmld be first the
calculation of initial bow-flare immersion bending moment for one or two representa-
tive severe head se; conditions , especially if the ship has considerable flare and
operates in a deeply loaded condition. An exhaustive statistical study should not
be necessary but simply a long enough irregular sea run to determine the highest
value in, say, three to four hours .W

The problem of phasing of flare-immersion bending moment appears to be much
simpler than that.of slamming (See Chapter VI) . The bending moment (sagging)
gradually increases as the flare enters the water and reaches a maximum at or near
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the time when the wave bending moment is als. a maximum in sagging. Hence, the

combined effect of wave bending moment and flare iuunersion can be approximated by .
adding the maximum values directly.

Secondly, the vibratory response (whipping) that follows flare immersion should
be calculated for ships with large flare by the method developed by Kaplan (96). It
is recommended that this approach be developed into a standard procedure for use in

relation to design for ultimate strength, fatigue and brittle fracture.

BOTTOM IMPACT

The initial effect of a bottom impact is the generation of large local pressures

which may in some cases cause local structural damage. The resulting hull girder re-

sponse is in the higher modes, as well as the fundamental, and therefore nay produce

a high initial stress . The whipping that follows will be mainly in the fundamental,
since the higher modes are quickly damped.

In respect to loads generated by forward bottom slamming, present capability

is restricted to the p~ediction, of peak pressures at a point on the forward bottom

centerline of typical hull forms. Based on the work of Ochi (99), the hull form of
a ship’s forward bottom sections can be assigned coefficients , k, such that for a
known impact velocity, V, ~he peak pressure generated at a section would have a
most probable value p = kV . The coefficients, k, for some typical section shapes

have been determined on the basis of regression analysis of 3-dimensional model
experiments in waves (100) . Using these values, a comparison can be made respecting

the slamming propensities of competing hull forms . To do SO , the ship response
properties must be determined, experimentally or analytically, and the relative ve-
locity spectrum for the critical ship section established. Using this approach,
maximum slam-generated pressures in a given sea can be predicted on the basis of
probability. Such data may be used for design of local structure if the probability
can be prescribed with a satisfactory degree of confidence. Unfortunately, no full-

scale assessment of local loading has yet resulted in the establishment of a proba-
bility level that could be used as above; a recommendation is made that such be pur-
sued.

It is understood that Dr. Ochi is working on a mathematical description of slam
loading which attempts to describe the distribution of pressures in both time and
space. With such a load definition various procedures are available for calculating
the hull girder response and hence the midship slamming stress (101)(102) . However,
the requisite load definition is not yet available.

Because of the above situation, it is not possible to prescribe at this time a
slam loading of the hull girder, due to forward bottom slamming, which should be
used in setting design criteria. On the other hand, the problem can be viewed in
another light somewhat more positively. Full-scale strain recording on board the
S.S. Wolverine -e has captured hull girder sTam and whipping stress variations
experienced during rough sea operations of the vessel. Evaluation of data (103) ob-
tained in various high sea states has shown that the severity of slam response --
when j.toccurs -- tends to be somewhat insensitive to sea condition. This can be ex-

plained by noting that though slauming frequency and severity are increasing funct ions
of sea sfate, sea speed and vessel heading, the latter two are under the control of
:he ship master who will tend to alter course and speed so as to keep the frequency

and severity of such sea loadi,~s within reasonable bounds, according to his. expe-
rience. Fig. 9 shows histograms of midship slam stress variation for the JJOIVerine
State (103) , which can be interpreted in terms of equivalent hull girder bending

rnment.
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FIGURE 9 - Peak-to-Peak Slam Stress Distributions in Different Weather
Conditions, S.s. WOLVERINE STATE

Whereas the findings as to the relative level of loading experienced by the
S .S. Wolverine State would apply only to that vessel and in its particular trade,
it seems apparent that the collection of similar data on a sampling of vessels of
other types loaded in different ways should provide a suitable basis for the devel-
opment of allowances for slam loading of the hull girder. Further, in view of the
complexity of the slamming phenomenon, it does not appear that an analytic descrip-
tion of slam loads will be forthcoming in the foreseeable future, and the collection

of full-scale slam response data appears to offer th<most promise for the establish-
ment of expected hull gizder slam loads .

It is recommended, therefore, that stress (strain) recordings presently in

hand for other vessels in other trades be reviewed and analyzed as to the frequency
of slamming and the magnitude of slam stresses, and that consideration be given to
the gathering of similar data on vessels of more recent design to be reviewed on the
same basis. Such data can be used for the time being as a guide in estimating dy”
namic loads and stresses for new ship designs.

Another aspect of the slam load problem to be considered, if one is to de-
termine the combined effect of slamming and quasi-static wave bending on the hull

girder, is the phasing of the slamming loads. The particular instant in the wave
bending cycle at which a slam occurs determines the extent to which the slam stress--
and the subsequent whipping stress -- add to the total stress magnitude. A study of
this subject has been made, on the basis of Wolverine State stress records , and is

reported in Chapter VI. This investigation indicates that the phasing -- as well

as the magnitude -- of slam loading can be established empirically for different ship

types as a basis for design. However, it also shows that the stresses at impact
seldom if ever add significantly to the total bending moment. Of much greater
importance is the whipping that follows a slam.

i
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For design purposes, the practical problem of determining the transient dynamic
loads reduces to two parts:

(a) The prediction of the probability that slamming will occur (over ..
period such as a 20-minute record) .

(b) The distribution of added stress (or equivalent bending moment) to be
expected when slamming and whipping occur.

OBSERVSD LOADS AND STRESSES

Available published data on
and on measured midshiu slamming

actual slaunning pressures recorded on ships at sea

stresses are scarce. However. a summary of avail-
able information on ma;imum rec~rded values is given in the ac~ompanying- Table 1,
compiled from’ the indicated references.

Reference should also be made to a general survey of slamming by Henry and
Bailey (104) .

SPRINGING

As mentioned in the Introduction, one type of steady-state dynamic effect is
known as “springing .“ This phenomenon has been noticed particularly in Great Lakes

bulk carriers (114) , but it has also been reported on ocean-going ships (115) (113) .
A clue to the origin is given by the fact that the Great Lakes bulk carriers are
quite shallow in depth and consequently have unusually long natural periods of

vertical hull vibration (2-noded periods of 2 sees. or longer) . The apparent ex-

planat ion is that when the ship is running into comparatively short waves that give
resonance with the natural period of vibration, significant vibration is produced.
This vibratory respohse may continue over some period of time, gradually fluctuating
in magnitude. A corresponding fluctuation in stress amidships is therefore

Table I
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superimposed on the quasi-s tati.cwave bending moment. The springing stress appears

to have the characteristics of 2 stochastic process, but one that is essentially
independent of the low-frequency wave bending, which -- as previously noted -- is

also treated as a stochastic process.

Figure 10 shows a record of midship stress in which both low and high-frequency

stresses are present . Also shown are two records in which first the high-frequency
stresses have been filtered out and second in which the low-frequency stresses have
been filtered out.

The well-developed strip theory of ship motions has been applied to the spring-
ing problem (115) . Although motions of a springing ship may be very small, the

theory provides information on the exciting forces acting on the ship in the short
waves that produce springing. Hence, when these forces are applied to the ship
as a simple beam the vibratory response can be predicted. Despite the fact that
strip theory is not rigorowly applicable to such short waves, results for one ocean-
going ship were found to agree quite well with fall-scale records, (115) . Further
coordination between theory and experiment has been attempted for Great Lakes ships,
including model tests where idealized wave conditions can be provided (116) . Subse-
quent tests with a jointed model of the Great Lakes carrier Stewart J. Cort “sing
connecting beams of varying stiffness, show clearly that the springing bending mom-
ent increases with hull flexibility.

When the above calculation procedures have been tested and revised as neces-
sary, a tool will be available for predicting springing stresses in a new ship de-
sign. The remaining problem for incorporating springing into the comprehensive
ship hull design criteria is to determine the manner in which springing stresses
superimpose on the low-frequency bending. This problem has also been solved in

principle (117) on the basis of the assumption that the two stochastic processes

are independent. This assumption is illustrated by the records in Fig. 10 which
show that high amplitudes of the two types of stress do not occur at the same time.

Further work needs to be done as new information becomes available. Meanwhile,

the general cargo ship -- which is the principal subject of the present study --

does not seem to be subject to significant springing effects, and therefore they
need not be included in the present criteria.

VI. PHAsING OF SLAM AND WAVS LOADS

INTRODUCTION.—

It has been the goal of this project to obtain complete information on all as-
pects of ship hull loading, particularly loads generated by naves at sea. ‘JIIefirst

tYPe Of 10ad, quasi-static wave-bending momenta, has, of course, been focused “Pen
first, and the current state of knowledge is summarized in Chapter IV. Next must
be considered the influence of slamming, and whippiug after the slam, which are dis-
cussed in Chapter V. Finally, in order to determine the combined effect of wave
bending and slamming, particularly in reference to brittle fracture, it is neces-
sary to understand the way in which the latter high-frequency load is superimposed
on the former. If the slam should occur, for example, when the wave bending moment
is near zero, the immediate effect of the slam will not be an increase in the total

~plitude Of bending mOment ~idshfps unless it exceeds the wave bending moment
amplitude. On the other hand, if the slam should occur exactly at a peak bending
moment it would increase the total by whatever its amplitude might be. Similarly
the amount by which the vibratory whipping stress (or equivalent bending moment)
following the slam would add onto the subsequent peak of the wave bending moment
curve would depend on how rapidly the vibration is damped out.
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a) Total Stress Variations Including Both Wave.induced and First-Mode “Stress Components

h 1

b)W.ve.inducedStressVariations(FrequencyArmrox.0.1Hz)

~ 5,400 psi

C) First-Mode (Springing) Stress Variations (Frequency Approx. 0.70 Hz)

FIGURE 10 - Typical Record of Midship Stress Variation, M.V. FOTINI L,
Showing Filtered Wave-Induced and Dynamic Stresses (3).
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Nothing could be found on this subject in the literature. Hence, it was de-

cided to make a study of the phasing of slam and wave loads for the Wolverine ~,
since it was uossible to obtain stress records of slainminz from Teledvne Materials

Research, and”a reasonably clear picture emerged for this-particular ~hip.

It is realized that is impossible to generalize this result for one ship to ap-

ply to all ships, and hence it is believed that si.milar studies should be made on
ships of other types and sizes.

DEFINITIONS

A.slam is defined as a transient impact fotce acting tin a +IIip. We can .ther-a-
fore call the hull girder stress generated by this transient force the slam stress,
oso, by which we mean the first peak (sag) or the second peak (hog) in the slam

stress time record. (See Fig. 11) . The two-noded hull girder vibration generated

by the slam is called whipping. We call the stress generated by this vibration the
whipping stress, LTwo . It shodd be noted that bending moments equivalent to these

stresses can be determined for combining with other loads. Wave bending moment is

defined as the low-frequency hull girder moment which is experienced at frequencies
corresponding to the ship’~e encounter with the waves in the seaway and produces the

nave ‘tress ‘ ‘ho “

It should be pointed out here that in this study we are particularly interested
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FIGURE 11 - Definitions of Stresses and Phase Angles

Involved in Slannning

in: (a) the second peak of the slam stress time trace -- generally occurring dur-
ing a hogging wave stress condition -- and (b) the whipping stresses in the sub-
sequent sagging and hogging wave stress conditions. See Fig. 11.




